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Orange announces Europe’s first 5G SA fully end-to-end 

experimental cloud network  
 
 Orange to launch Europe’s first 5G Stand Alone (SA) fully end-to-end cloud network - from 

devices to IS in a cloud-native mode  

 Key partners involved in delivering network announced 

 

The experimental network, launching in Lannion, France, in July will act as a blue-print for the next 

generation of more efficient and agile networks as Orange moves towards a ‘zero touch network’ and 

continues to differentiate and lead through the quality of experience offered to its customers.  

 

A network of the future  

A key step in realising its vision of the future of networks, Orange’s experimental network will be a 

100% software-enabled network, be data and AI-driven, fully automated and cloud-native. Crucially, it 

will also encompass Open RAN technology - underlining its commitment to this technology. By 

implementing and operating this network it will enable Orange to better understand how these 

technologies co-exist and their impact on the network lifecycle.  

 

Furthermore, it will enable Orange to better understand the customer experience benefits of a fully 

cloudified network as well as the full potential of AI and Data. It will also enable Orange to determine 

the future skills needed - a key strand of its Engage2025 strategy to ‘co-create a future-facing’ 

company, as well as the environmental benefits - another key pillar of its strategy. The project will run 

over a two-year period and ramp up to encompass several hundred users. 

 

Multi-party collaboration brings together innovative leaders in their fields 

In addition, Orange is currently working with partners able to cover all aspects of the network from the 

devices to the IS. For the first stage of the project, the partners include Mavenir for cloud 5G Open 

RAN, Casa Systems for cloud 5G SA core network, Hewlett Packard Enterprise for Cloud 5G SA SDM 

(Subscriber Data Management), Dell Technologies for infrastructure and servers supporting RAN 

Centralized Unit, Distributed Unit and Core and Xiaomi for devices. Orange also uses a continuous 

integration and continuous deployment approach as well as orchestration open source solutions, 

including GitLab and ONAP, to automate networks and service management. 

 

A focused deployment 

The new network sees the setting up of Open RAN and core function on a single Kubernetes-based 

infrastructure fully managed by Orange and deploying a fully automated core. From July, the network 

will start using and testing O-RAN radio equipment, CNF’s (Containerized Network Functions) on a 

cloud infrastructure, network data collection and AI automation. The experimental network will also 

host Information System OSS (Operations Support System - network inventory management and 

network operations), BSS (Business Support System - CRM and billing) as well as scaling Orange’s 

ambition using AI to secure and optimize the network and predict its behavior. In 2022, the network 

will expand to further locations to increase the number of users and to test vertical use-cases 

leveraging dynamic network slicing. 

 

Michaël Trabbia, Chief Technology and Innovation Officer, Orange, commented: “Our ambition is to 
prepare Orange for the operator of the future by building more resilient and auto-adaptive networks 
that offer best in class quality of service in each situation. This experimental network represents an 
important milestone on our way to implement and deploy Open RAN and AI technologies to prepare 
on-demand connectivity and zero touch operator capabilities.” 



 
About Orange 

Orange is one of the world’s leading telecommunications carriers with a turnover of €42.3 billion in 2020 and 140,000 

employees as at March 31, 2021, of whom 80,000 are in France. The Group has a total customer base of 262 million 

customers worldwide at March 31, 2021, including 217 million mobile customers and 22 million fixed broadband customers. 

The Group is present in 26 countries. Orange is also a leading provider of global IT and telecommunication services to 

multinational companies, under the brand Orange Business Services. In December 2019, the Group presented its new 

‘Engage 2025’ strategic plan, which, guided by social and environmental accountability, aims to reinvent its operator model. 

While accelerating in growth areas and placing data and AI at the heart of its innovation model, the Group will be an attractive 

and responsible employer, adapted to emerging professions. 

 

Orange is listed on Euronext Paris (symbol ORA) and on the New York Stock Exchange (symbol ORAN). 

To find out more (online and via your mobile device), go to: www.orange.com, www.orange-business.com or to follow us on 

Twitter: @orangegrouppr. 

Orange and any other Orange product or service names included in this material are trademarks of Orange or Orange Brand 
Services Limited. 
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